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Luke Garner(I shall not tell)
 
Born a third child.
The soul of a poet and a story writer....But engraved with horror and dreafulness.
I, Luke Garner, is a person borned into his own astounding world..... Worried
about things, and yet never afraid to try it.....That is how I am and I will always
be just me.
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Heart
 
Everyone needs a heart.
To feel feelings....
To feel happiness
But most important,
to feel love....
Love can only be a
small thing, but to
the person that is
actually loving,
it is their whole world.
Loving someone is great.
 
But remember, love
can be dreadful, but it will
always be good...no matter
what the occasion.
 
Luke Garner
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Ice
 
Ice......
everyone says it's cold, dreadful and
unforgettable. But at this time, the time
of love, Ice will not strike.....
For it strikes at the heart like a stab in
the heart. But with love, the Ice melts
into all but a small piece of material.
And all that material is....is love....
Love is really all you need. Love is
magnificent when great and
Ice can never melt that, only
at darkest times. But for now...
Love over powers ice.
 
Luke Garner
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My Hollow Heart
 
He stared at the person that was the most beautiful
person he had seen in all of his life, so good
looking, so kind and so happy looking....
He inched forward to take a closer a look....
And the wind came, flying her away into
dust.....
 
How he wished, he could see her again, but
now....the girl is dead....He felt so hollow....
Like his heart was just empty, he sang a sad
song to cheer him up, but he couldn't resist...
He was in love with the girl, forever and forever
on....
 
Luke Garner
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The Glass Door
 
The door he couldn't get pass....
It was the glass door....
The one he could never go pass,
not even if he tried....
He tried to get pass it......
But it wouldn't open.
But when his love came along...
The glass broke and he was free...
Free from his fears and worries....
Now he could become a soul
that was happy and fun.
'Good-bye glass door, forever! ' The man said.
He walked freely out and he
held his lover's hand and
together they smiled.
 
Luke Garner
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